
Just Kisses
Designed by Robert Kaufman Fabrics
www.robertkaufman.com

Featuring

PIKACHU PILLOWS

For questions about this pattern, please email Patterns@RobertKaufman.com.

Finished project measures: 18” x 18”
(Makes two pillows)
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Fabric and Supplies Needed

    Color       Fabric        Name/SKU       Yardage

AOP-15113-11 
ROYAL 

AOP-15110-101 
FLAME 

    Color      Fabric       Name/SKU        Yardage

Fabric amounts based on yardage that is 40” wide.

A B2/3 yard 1 yard

Fabric and Supplies Needed

Copyright 2016, Robert Kaufman
For individual use only - Not for resale                    

You will also need:
two 18” square pillow forms

- Read through all of the instructions before beginning.
- All of the seam allowances are 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
- Press seam allowances open unless otherwise noted. 
- Width of fabric (WOF) is equal to at least 40” wide.
- Right sides together has been abbreviated to RST.
- Remember to measure twice and cut once!

From Fabric A, cut:
two 18-1/2” squares

From Fabric B, cut:
two 12” x WOF strips. Subcut:
 four 18-1/2” x 12” rectangles

Fold one long edge of a pillow backing piece (Fabric B) 1/4” to the wrong side. Press. 
Repeat and press again. Top stitch at the fold along the piece.
Repeat for remaining back pieces.

Notes Before You Begin

Cutting Instructions

Make the Pillow Back

Wrong side of pillow back

1/4” folded over twice & 
top stitched
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Place a Fabric A pillow top right side up on the work surface. 
Place two Fabric B pillow backing pieces right sides together with the top, alining raw edges 
along the top and sides. Envelope backing will overlap through the center of the pillow. 

Assemble the Pillow

Wrong side of pillow back

1/4” seam allowance

Pin and sew around entire pillow, using a 1/4” seam. 
Clip the corners and turn right side out. Repeat to make the second pillow. 
Stuff your pillow with a pillow form to complete!


